HIRING!

the oversight committee for the safety of research participants, investigators, staff, and students
accountable to and integrated with the TC research community
a diverse body of regulatory specialists empowering researchers to make informed decisions
committed to the alleviation of troubling inequities and protection of vulnerable populations

RESEARCH COMPLIANCE ASSISTANT POSITION
MUST BE ELIGIBLE FOR FEDERAL WORK STUDY

THE IRB IS:

- the oversight committee for the safety of research participants, investigators, staff, and students
- accountable to and integrated with the TC research community
- a diverse body of regulatory specialists empowering researchers to make informed decisions
- committed to the alleviation of troubling inequities and protection of vulnerable populations

YOU ARE:

- an organized, self-driven graduate student at Teachers College
- team-oriented, with a passion for empirical research
- available to start ASAP
- eligible for work study from Fall 2022 through Spring 2023

If this describes you, APPLY HERE

TEACHERS COLLEGE INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD

www.tc.edu/irb